Mobile On-site Seal Service

More flexibility, more cost effectiveness and planning reliability for maintenance and inspection

Are you planning an inspection on your plant? Perhaps you have a deadline for converting all valves to TA-Luft German Clean Air Directive, for example. But you haven’t sufficient technical personnel and you don’t want to build up a large stock. This is where we come in with our mobile sealing service. You decide what’s to be done and we advise you, make all the necessary preparations and stock up our mobile workshop with the right seals, spare parts and tools in line with your specific requirements. And on Day X we provide you with the appropriately qualified and experienced technical personnel on your premises. And let the work begin! To make sure that the inspection is successful, we work in close collaboration with experienced service partners, including Thyssen-Krupp Industrieservice, KSB-Service, Amros-Weber, Probst, ASE and MCE.

The benefits to you
- Our knowledge and experience in all matters to do with seals
- Planning reliability (costs and time)
- No storage
- Quickest seal supply
- No additional provision of personnel
- Sealing solutions using the latest technology and in compliance with the relevant statutory provisions
- Site-independence due to service container

Container equipment and fittings
- Shelves with inspection items according to range of supply as well as material for making seals by hand (quick “emergency” solutions)
- Tools: Packing extractor, packing and gasket cutter, nibbler, device for making TA-Luft seal sets, etc.
- Workstation with telephone, fax, PC (for repeat orders and stock management)

Products in the container
- TA-Luft seal sets
- Stuffing box packings
- Static seals
- Sheets (fiber/PTFE/graphite)
- DIN/ASME rings, special sizes (plotter service)
- Metallic seals (spiral, grooved, corrugated ring, ring joints...)
- Burajet® injectable sealants
- O-Rings
- Mechanical seals
- and many more

Range of services
- Technical advice and service (selection, design and installation support) by qualified service personnel
- Supplies helpline to head office
- 24-hour delivery service
- On-site customized seals

An on-site inspection is carried out in close collaboration with the operators for the purposes of recording where work is needed, e.g. all valves which are to be converted in accordance with TA-Luft.

The resulting database is then used as a basis for planning, supplying and carrying out the inspection and/or conversion work. The necessary adaptations are carried out directly during the conversion.
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